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The new Find Docs and Services. Find the right
doctor. Right away. And know what to pay.
Navigation made even easier. Customized results put you in control.
Go to Find Docs and Services at myCigna.com and enjoy a very different search experience. We’ve
enhanced our functionality, so it’s easier than ever to search for specialties. And with our new capabilities,
misspellings or complicated medical terminology are corrected for you. You can even enter in terms like
“ENT” and get results for “Ear, Nose and Throat.” You don’t have to be the expert, the search will be.
All these search changes are designed to put you in control, so you can get the answers you need to make
smarter decisions. Most importantly, the results are personalized according to your health plan. You get the
information that matches your coverage, so you can make decisions that are right for you and your family.

Personalized search capabilities.
Don’t know your doctor’s specialty? No problem. myCigna.com will help you find the right doctor without
confusing medical titles. Too many doctors to choose from? Refine your search. It’s as easy as moving the
distance range and clicking on Cigna Care Designations or whatever criteria you need.

Quality distinctions and cost efficiency ratings.
You can review the results for every doctor, with quality-designated doctors appearing first on your list.
Deciding which doctor to see is now even more clear and comprehensive.

Compare out-of-pocket estimates, doctors and facilities.
All your costs are calculated specific to your coverage plan. Comparing actual treatment and procedure costs
is simpler. Get out-of-pocket estimates, calculate your deductible, the percentage you pay (coinsurance),
and your account balances at any time.
You can more accurately compare total costs of treatment before choosing your doctor and where to receive
care. When it comes to what you want to spend and where you want to go, you are in control of the decisionmaking process.

On the go and in the know.
You can access myCigna.com from any smartphone or web-enabled mobile device.* It’s never been easier
to be well informed. Visit Find Docs and Services on myCigna.com today. You’ll have a different, more
personal experience when you do.
*Actual features may vary based on your plan and your individual security profile.
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